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Abstract

Understanding the evolution of protoplanetary discs is key to understand the formation of

planets around young stars. However, modelling these protoplanetary discs is not an easy

task as several complex dynamical processes must be included in the numerical models. In

this work, we analyse the impact of adding a progressive flattening in protoplanetary flared

discs combined with different photoevaporative winds in the creation of ring-like structures,

using a simple semi-analytical 1D α-disc. Our results show that such a progressive flattening

may favour the formation of ring-like features resembling those observed in real systems.

Depending on the control parameters, these features are created with proper disc masses

and accretion rates at the right evolutionary times. However, further enhancements are still

needed for better matching all the evolutionary times seen in real systems.

1 Introduction

The protoplanetary discs are the natural scenario for planet formation processes. Analysing
their dispersal time-scales constraint the time in which those planets must form, while com-
puting their masses at given times provide the mass available for planet formation.

We will focus here on modelling the so-called transitional discs. These discs have relatively
short-lived inner cavities and gaps. Hence, analysing their creation and lifetimes will help in
refining the model parameters.

Because of the complexity of the problem, we take an approach based on a semi-analytical
1D viscous α-disc, with a flaring profile that changes with time added to a photoevaporative
term.

Viscous momentum transport is of interest in disc modelling from disc-possessing to dis-
cless status even when other transport alternatives are possible. In principle, the molecular
viscosity of the gas is too small to produce significant evolution. Despite of above, a vis-
cous approach is still quite common when ones interprets the viscosity as the outcome of a
turbulent process.
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Hence, the surface density Σ(r, t) evolves as per the laws of mass and momentum conser-
vation, with a diffusion coefficient regulated by the viscosity ν as follows,
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∂
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(νΣr1/2)]− Σ̇w, (1)

where Σ̇w denotes the mass loss by a given photoevaporative wind, functionally equivalent
to have a sink in this diffusion equation.

The photoevaporation can explain the two time-scales behavior observed in real systems,
the shutdown of the mass accretion and disc dispersion at proper time scales. And an
inside-out dispersal model produced by photoevaporation can naturally produce the observed
internal cavities and gaps in the disc,

This can be considered a may be too simple model. There is not magnetic field, envelopes
or other 2D/3D structures. Moreover, it does not include hydrodynamics, chemical processes,
radiative or MHD processes. Many of these different mechanisms could create the observed
ring-like features.

Despite of this, simple 1D (semi-)analytical models are still in use nowadays. They com-
plement more complex models meanwhile offer simplicity in interpreting the results. And,
because they can incorporate further details in a bottom up approach, they are ideally suited
for the α-parametrization and numerical winds.

We extend the initial analyses carried out in [14], and we will evolve a set of models corre-
sponding to a grid of physically meaningful systems covering some of the typical parameter
values. Among all possible parameters, we will focus on those defining the disc (disc mass,
host star mass, accretion rate, disc age), viscosity values, the time scales when the progressive
flattening of the flared disc takes place and the different efficiencies of the photoevaporative
winds.

The final goal will be to crosscheck the results with the ring-like features observed in some
reference real systems located in the Taurus star forming region, aiming to see how different
parameter affect their creation.

2 The numerical α-discs

The α-parametrisation was firstly introduced as a convenient scaling factor of the friction
between adjacent rings. This parametrisation was firstly used in [12] and later refined in
[13]. It hides the details of the specific viscous transport mechanism while reflecting the
impact of the transport in the disc evolution. Therefore, as this parametrisation simplifies
the implementation of the viscosity in numerical models, it has been widely used for many
years and it is still in common use today [8, 9, 2].

This model relies on an optically thick accretion disc and a turbulent fluid described by a
viscous stress tensor, with this stress tensor being proportional to the total pressure. When
the eddy size (mean free-path) is less than the disc height and the turbulent velocity smaller
than the sound speed cs, one can write the viscous profile as ν(r) = αcsH(r), with H(r) the
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scale height profile that models the disc thickness, presuming H(r) << r for a thin disc.

Considering hydrostatic equilibrium perpendicular to the disc plane and a simple rela-
tionship between the disc and surface temperatures, the sound speed can be written as
cs = H(r)Ω, with Ω is the circular keplerian velocity [7]. Hence, the ν viscosity at a given
distance r depends on rotation, with a linear dependency on the mass of the star M∗ and on
the flaring of the disc,

ν(r) = α
c2s
Ω

= αΩH2(r). (2)

Note that Magneto Rotational Instability (MRI) was a widely used candidate for modelling
turbulence and angular moment transport, but MRI can be suppressed by non-ideal MHD.
Other mechanisms such as outflows, gravitational instabilities or magnetic winds can also
play a fundamental role in the evolution of the disc, but they do not exclude the viscous
transport.

So, α-parametrisation can be seen as a mere (re)parametrisation of the viscosity, but also
as a value that models the whole disc reflecting the different effectiveness of the different
hidden processes.

A value of α = 0.01 was typically used because it usually provides evolutionary time-scales
in line with known properties of discs [5, 4]. Later on, values ranging from α = 0.1 to 0.001
have been also used [1, 3, 7]. Nowadays, even lower values α = 10−4 can be found [2, 10],
and these seems to better agree the observed discs [14, 15].

3 The photoevaporative wind

A simple 1D model can incorporate different radiation fields and be at the same time a
convenient way for exploring the role of the different parameters. The photoevaporative wind
will be different depending on the different heating radiation mechanisms. These winds can
be dominated by EUV radiation, with energies from 13.6 eV to 0.1 keV, capable of ionising an
Hydrogen atom. But also by fields dominated by X-rays radiation, with photons of energies
ranging from 0.1 keV up to 1 − 2 keV. These much energetic photons can penetrate large
hydrogen columns but provide small heatings. Finally, one can also consider winds dominated
by FUV radiation, embracing energies from 6 eV to 13.6 eV, capable of dissociating the H2

molecule.

As a consequence, the wind term physics can be very complex. However, it can be included
on the model as a simple mass sink term in the density surface evolution equation, in the
form of numerical fits to the results coming from more complex simulations (as those from
[11], [7] or [6]). The profiles corresponding to these results can be seen in the Fig. 1.

3.1 The progressive flattening of the disc

The flaring profile is a key parameter that defines the sound speed cs profile, and, in turn, the
temperature profile of the disc. The temperature depends on the amount of stellar radiation
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Figure 1: (left) The selected grid of discs models in the M∗–M
i
d plane. The initial disc

masses M i
d decrease as the discs evolve. Hence, these initial points move downwards in the

diagram, approaching to the parameters observed in real Taurus systems. (right) Normalised
photoevaporative wind mass losses corresponding to the FUV wind profiles described in [6]
and the X-ray wind profiles from [11].

impacting the disc, which also rests on its geometry again. Hence, the resulting scale height
H(r) can follow an approximate power law dependence,

H(r) = κ rh. (3)

Even when it is customary to keep constant the flaring profile of the disc, it seems reason-
able to consider that this flaring may change with time, with a progressive flattening of the
disc as the age increases. Therefore, we will include in our simulations a changing profile for
the flared disc, by decreasing the κ parameter in Equation 3 at given times.

4 Results

We have solved the evolution of the surface density derived from Equation 1, for different
stellar masses and disc masses. We can observe in Fig. 2 that some features resembling the
observed ring-like structures can be obtained with our simple photoevaporative models.

Further details and results can be seen in [15]. A progressive flattening of the disc seems to
support the production of ring-like features at the observed ages. For certain viscosities, discs
with large gaps and strong accretion rates, which have been linked to giant planet formation,
can be also obtained.

However, our simple models do not reproduce in full all reference real systems. The
produced features seem to be short-lived and some additional mechanism may be needed for
carving faster the dents and create real gaps with proper lifetimes. This points to add further
flattening laws and new winds evolution in a broader grid, and may be to extend the available
wind efficiencies.
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Figure 2: Evolution of the grid of models for a fiducial photoevaporation controlled by X-ray
heating, efficiency factor=1.0, a viscosity value of α = 10−4 and a progressively flattened
flaring profile. The surface density in blue gets lighter as the disc is eroded. The red points
indicate local minima in the density profiles. The second dent can be carved at the same
time or even at earlier times than the the inner dent. These two dents can produce ring-like
features when exist at the same time. Sometimes, these two dents can be accompanied by
a third outer dent. Some Taurus discs are also plotted for reference. They appear in black
when their stellar masses are similar to the mass of the analysed synthetic model. Otherwise,
they appear in grey.
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